MINES VILLAGE: A VISION FOR TRANSFORMATION
COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES - GOLDEN, CO
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COMMUNITY BUILDING
Kimley Horn's traffic study concludes, taking into account the proposed bed count, and car trips for the adjacent Child Care Center, that everything works well from a traffic perspective.

The only traffic improvements recommended in the study are:
- Arrows in the turning lanes onto 19th St.
- One “STOP” sign at the intersection of Pinal and 19th on the Mines Park side of the intersection
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PHASE OPENING
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FALL 2023
FALL 2022
FALL 2024
FALL 2024
FALL 2023
NEXT STEPS

SCHEDULE:
IGA Community Meeting 1: 12/15
Comments Due: 01/04
(Via email operations@mines.edu)
IGA Community Meeting 2: 1/12